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T.U. PHILOSOPHY
We believe that trout
and salmon fishing
isn't just fishing for
trout and salmon. It's
fishing for sport rather
than food, where the
true enjoyment of the
sport lies in the
challenge, the lore, the
battle of wits, not
necessarily the full
creel. It's the feeling
of satisfaction that
comes from limiting
your kill instead of
killing your limit. It's
communing with
nature where the chief
reward is a refreshed
body and a contented
soul, where a license is
a permit to use not
abuse, to enjoy not
destroy our cold water
fishery. It's
subscribing to the
proposition that what's
good for trout and
salmon is good for the
fisherman and that
managing trout and
salmon for themselves
rather than the
fisherman is
fundamental to the
solution of our trout
and salmon problems.
It's appreciating our
fishery resource,
respecting fellow
anglers and giving
serious thought to
tomorrow.

June 2017

Tuesday, June 20, 2017 @ 7:30 PM
Barbecue & Gadget Night
Hicksville VFW Hall | 320 South Broadway, Hicksville, NY
Dear Fly Fishing Conservationists,
I’m going to try to make this president’s line
brief – which means I’ll skip the bit about
how beautiful everything is in springtime – especially considering it’s rained for about
a full month. Hopefully everyone is out hitting their favorite rivers and catching lots of
colorful fish. Remember – chase those blue lines and try somewhere new – you never
know what a river holds!
We’ve made some progress on Welwyn, which we hope to stock this month
given our conversations with Nassau Parks and the DEC. Large Woody Debris and
habitat improvement will involve some permitting, which is taking time. Alley Pond
Park is also going well – DEC and NYC Parks are both excited about the prospect of
improving habitat there and bringing in trout – we’ll spend the next 10 months taking
out a small rock dam, some other small structures, and doing temperature monitoring – spring time will be stocking time.
This summer I’m thinking of making one night a week “Bug Night”, where
we’ll go to a local river and do a biometric assessment – meaning we’ll check out
which bugs are in the river and send them into the state for analysis (DEC WAVE Program) – in the process everyone can see the different sizes, colors and types of bugs
in our rivers. Can everyone point out a hellgrammite or chironomid? Let me know
what you think!
Many thanks to Tom McCoy for an excellent presentation on the Beaverkill
and Willowemoc - everyone enjoyed all those photos and videos! Remember that this
coming June meeting is a casual BBQ at the VFW – so bring some friends and family
to have burgers and hotdogs on us - we’ll also have some gear out to learn about and
test out!
Tight Lines,
Christopher Aigner
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If you have a special piece of gear or ’gadget’, bring it
with you and tell us why it’s a ’must have’ when you
go Fly Fishing. We will have an open mic for members
to show and tell any “tricks of the trade” they have
found helpful on the stream (e.g. tools for carrying
equipment, changing rigs, making emergency repairs,
keeping safe, etc.)

LIE

Wantagh State

Northern State Pkwy

Old Country Rd
VFW

Southern State Pkwy

http://www.longislandtu.org
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Tips for June 2017
Working with Tiny Hooks - Hooks that are a size 20 or
smaller are very difficult to pick up from a bench surface. Keep some wax handy when you tie flies. To pick
up a hook, touch a fingertip to the wax and then place
your fingertip onto the hook. The hook clings nicely to
the wax. (Rich Berry)
Use Sun to Your Advantage When Approaching Fish –
When approaching a piece of water, try to approach
with the sun at your back. A fish has a very limited ability to see into the sun, and you should be able to get
into casting distance without spooking the fish, assuming an otherwise careful approach. It is important that
you keep a low profile and be careful that your shadow
does not go over the fish. When on flat or slightly rippled water on sunny days, it helps to present the fly
just to the sunny side of a rising fish. The leader then
does not float over the fish, and the sun makes it a little
more difficult for the fish to see that the fly is not a natural.
Increase Your Catch When Fishing Nymphs - Unless
you can see trout feeding at or near the surface or
holding at mid-depth, it is best to fish your nymphs
right along the bottom of the stream where trout hold
most of the time. Because the depth of the water and
speed of the current vary greatly in different parts of
the stream (or even in the same pool or run for that
matter), it is important to adjust your set-up as needed
so you are fishing right at the bottom. This adjustment
may include adding or subtracting weight on the leader, adjusting the distance on the leader between the
strike indicator and the fly, or adjusting your casting
angle relative to your position in the stream to allow
the fly to sink deeper. One additional tactic that can be
used to increase your catch is to stop the strike indicator at the end of the drift and allow the fly to rise
through the water column to the surface (the Leisenring Lift). A lot of trout, particularly rainbow and brook
trout, will strike the fly as it ascends.
Fishing Seams with Nymphs - It is well known that the

"seams" of a stream, the area where fast and slow water meet, hold fish. The fish are likely to hold in the
slower water and pick off food items that are swept by
in the faster flow. A problem arises when part of the
line and/or leader is in the fast water and part is in the
slow water. Drag occurs almost instantly, and the fly is
likely to be shunned by the fish. To maximize your
chances in this type of water, it is important to have
your fly right in the seam without unnecessary drag.
This can be accomplished in several ways. You could
cast directly upstream with the line and leader right on
the seam. Or, you could fish directly downstream by
casting into the seam from above and shaking out line
so that the fly drifts through the seam. Lastly, you
could try fishing the seam with as little of the
leader in the water as possible. To do the latter, wade
as close as you can to the seam, hold the rod tip high,
and follow the fly downstream with your rod tip as it
drifts.
Send your tips to KensTUTips@verizon.net

Calendar of Events
Events
June 7, Board Meeting
June 9 - 11, Spring Outing to the Catskills
June 20, Chapter Meeting and BBQ

http://www.longislandtu.org
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Take a kid casting!
Theodore Roosevelt Council BSA Jamboree
May 20, Eisenhower Park, East Meadow, NY
By Tom McCoy, tomsfishingstories.com
LITU had a booth at the Theodore Roosevelt
Council of the BSA Jamboree. The idea was to
have a presence, let the scouts know we exist,
perhaps get them interested in working on the fly
fishing merit badge. Maybe even recruit some
new members.
We stood in the middle of the quadrangle
of exhibitors casting lines, attracting parents and
kids alike, and then handing the rod over. Pied
piper strategy.
Who wouldn’t want to try a fly rod? We
may not have filled out any membership forms
but I guarantee you we made an imprint on those
who came over and gave it a try.

I was trying to calculate when it was that I
camped at what was then known as Salisbury
Park (Ike was still President), with my Boy Scout
troop. I know the trees were a lot smaller and
the Park, which was built on what was known as
the Hempstead Plains, not nearly as developed as
it is now. The program was simpler as well consisting pretty much of setting up the tent, cooking
and sleeping out with a few skill based contests.
This Jamboree was much more sophisticated with
more activities than a carnival.
I suppose I was 11 or 12 years old which
would place the event in 1958 or ‘59. As I recall,
the anniversary of the scouts was celebrated in
1959 and they held a Jamboree that year in Colo-

the aluminum mess kits we each carried. We had bacon too and ate it just about raw – except for my friend
Bobby who couldn’t eat bacon and brought salami to
cook instead. Or was it baloney?
We had a good time and did well in knot tying
competitions and other events. I remember it to this
day as I am sure these kids who were casting today will.

I wanted to be a part of this event for so many
reasons but in the end it was for the kids. To give them
exposure to this great sport and all that goes with it.
I am glad to see that boys still benefit from scouting
which had a lot to do with the man I became.
Take a kid fishing (or casting)!
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Witnesses, first responders save Syracuse
student from drowning in Upstate NY river
By Kira Maddox | kmaddox@syracuse.com The PostStandard | April 23, 2017 at 1:01 PM, updated April 23, 2017
at 1:49 PM

LITU Action Alerts
Voice your concerns!
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Raffle for a Bamboo Rod
Crafted and Donated by Chuck Neuner,
Carmans River Rod Company
6'-3", 2-piece, 4wt. Retail price: $1475 - Only 60
tickets will be sold | $40/ticket, $100/3 tickets

NYSDEC: Wednesday, November 2, 2016

Specifications
6'-3", 2-piece, 4wt. Crisp-casting proprietary taper
based on the Paul Young Midge.

Three Salmon Poachers Arrested After
Early-Morning Chase

- Medium-flamed cane, hand-split and hand-planed
- Polished nickel silver ferrules, fittings, and reel seat
hardware
- Select cork reel seat, turned on-the-rod for perfect
concentricity
- Polished nickel silver stripping guide with select
agate insert
- Hard chrome finished Snake brand line guides
- Premium maple burl reel seat insert
- Translucent cinnamon silk wraps
- Hand-rubbed spar varnish finish
- Complete with mirror-matched spare tip, sailcloth
rod bag, brass-capped aluminum rod case, and ferrule
plug.
To purchase raffle tickets, contact Tom LoProto at
tloproto@aol.com
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Save the Date
Friday November 3rd, 2017
LITU Annual Banquet
LITU’s ANNUAL FUNDRAISER BANQUETto be held at Memorare Caterers,
Seaford, NY
We have begun taking monetary donations to be used to purchase bucket
raffle prizes for the Nov. 3 fundraiser
event.
Please see Peter Harris at the June
Chapter meeting to make your donations
or contact him at
pmharris68@hotmail.com

LITU Action Alerts
Voice your concerns!
Please review the information at the following links &
respond to them if you agree.
Chris Wood's President/CEO of Trout Unlimited statement on the unraveling of the protections of the
Clean Water Act for small headwater streams
(includes a link to bullet points on the Act):
http://www.tu.org/blog-posts/chris-woodsstatement-on-trumps-clean-water-rule-order
Here is a link to where you can voice your support for
Clean Waters:
http://standup.tu.org/stand-up-for-clean-water/
Here is a link to voice concern for Bristol Bay:
http://standup.tu.org/save-bristol-bay/

Election Nominating Committee
Announces Slate for Election of
Officers | June 20 Chapter Meeting

Chairman John Fischer announces the slate for
the Election of Officers as follows:
President – Chris Aigner
Vice President - Joe Pepe
Treasurer - Tom LoProto
Secretary – Mike Russell
Directors 2017 – 2019
Stu Buckner
Rick Lewis
Nominations will be accepted from the floor as
per LITU By-Laws. See John Fischer at the Chapter Meeting
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LONG ISLAND’S FLYFISHING SHOP
SALT & FRESHWATER
All Major Brands

Able Reels - Bauer - Scott Flyrods
Tibor/Pate - G. Loomis - Sage
St. Croix - S. A. Mastery - Lamson - Rio
Simms - Airflo—Whiting
“We can outfit you for trips from Montauk to
Mongolia.”

The Camp-Site Sports Shop

1877 New York Ave. | Huntington Station, NY 11746

Tel 631-271-4969

The Long Island Fly Rodders meet the first Tuesday of
each month at Levittown VFW Hall at 8:00 PM.
55 Hickory Lane | Levittown, NY | www.liflyrodders.org

RiverBayOutfitters.com
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
June 7, Board Meeting
June 9-11, Spring Outing to the Catskills
June 20, Chapter Meeting and BBQ
Monthly Meetings
On the 3rd
Tuesday
At 7:30 PM
Hicksville VFW Hall
320 So. Broadway,
Hicksville, NY
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